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ABSTRACT
Speech translation (ST) is a subject of rapidly increasing interest in the area of speech processing research. This interest is apparent from the increasing tools and corpora for this task. However, the lack of sufficient datasets is still the biggest challenge for under-resourced languages. Specifically, ST requires a large corpus of parallel speech, transcription, and translation text. In this work, we construct a large corpus of the Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia (ECCC), including simultaneous translation from Khmer into English and French. We also address the problem of sentence segmentation of Khmer by conducting a bilingual sentence alignment from English to Khmer with a monotonic assumption. This corpus has approximately 155 hours of speech in length and 1.7M words of text. We also report the baseline results of automatic speech recognition (ASR), machine translation, and ST systems, which show reasonable performance.

Index Terms— Khmer language, low-resource language, spoken language translation corpus, court dataset

1. INTRODUCTION
In the last decade, the advancement of deep learning techniques and computing resources has been successfully boosting end-to-end (E2E) models [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] to achieve promising results in various systems. For instance, E2E speech translation (ST) is a system that directly translates the speech signals in a language to the text of another language. It integrates automatic speech recognition (ASR) and machine translation (MT) which are used in the traditional approach of the cascading models into a single model. However, E2E-ST requires the parallel resources of source-language speech and target text in another language, which is currently available for a limited number of language pairs and in a limited amount.

There are several spoken-language translation (SLT) corpora that are available in a single speech source language, such as Must-C [6], Fisher-CallHome Spanish [7], and in multiple speech source languages, including Europarl-ST [8] and Multilingual TEDx [9]. Among them, only Europarl-ST is simultaneous ST. However, it has less than 50 hours in non-English source speech and less than 90 hours in English source speech. In this work, we build a large Khmer SLT corpus by collecting approximately 200 hours of raw audio of the Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia (ECCC) in Khmer and the corresponding documents in three languages: Khmer, English, and French.

Sentence alignment of the source and target language is a crucial stage in SLT corpus creation. Better language processing tools are required to make better quality alignment and for time efficiency. However, this assumption does not hold for most low-resource languages, which usually have worse performance or lack of toolkit to support those languages. Additionally, the written style of Khmer occasionally uses spaces only to make the text more natural for reading; sometimes, there are no sentence boundaries or punctuation marks to separate the text sentences. To overcome these challenges, we propose aligning the bilingual sentences in a monotonic process that only requires the sentence segmentation of the source-language text, whereas only word tokenization is required for the target-language text. This is suitable for a simultaneous translation dataset such as the ECCC.

Another potential challenge is text-to-speech alignment. Most other corpora have timestamp information for the audio data, whereas it is not available for the original ECCC dataset. Therefore, we generated timestamps for the speech data that corresponded to each sentence of the text. Ultimately, we created a large Khmer SLT corpus of the ECCC, which has more than 150 hours in length of speech in Khmer, approximately 65K utterances in each language pair of Khmer-English and Khmer-French. In this corpus, 60% of speech is the original speech of Khmer speakers, and 40% of speech is translated from English and French. Moreover, there is a wide range of speakers: witnesses, defendant, lawyers, judges, and officers.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives a brief description of the ECCC dataset. We present the detailed methods of the corpus creation in Section 3. In Section 4, we describe the setup and results of the experiments.
for ASR, MT, and ST. We conclude the paper in Section 5.

2. ECCC BACKGROUND

The ECCC is a court established to prosecute the senior leaders who committed crimes during the Khmer Rouge regime in Cambodia from 1975 to 1979, a regime known as Democratic Kampuchea. The trials have been subsequently divided into four cases that began on February 17, 2009. However, as of this work, these trials are still in progress, and only a tiny part of the resources have been released to the public. Therefore, we chose only the first case, which spanned from February 17 to November 27, 2009, as the resources of that case are available.

The trial had two kinds of hearing: public and non-public. Each hearing was simultaneously conducted in three languages: Khmer, English, and French. This means that the videos were recorded in the courtroom in the language of the main speaker. Concurrently, the human translators translated that speech to the other two languages. Each video, therefore, has three different languages. Thus far, the recordings have been carefully transcribed by native transcribers. Each transcription has the transcription of a single day of the trial, which corresponds to four or five audio sessions. Each recording session has a length of 5 to 150 minutes and involves a wide range of speakers: witnesses, the defendant, judges, clerks or officers, co-prosecutors, experts, defense counsels, civil parties, and interpreters. As a result, we have collected 222 recording sessions that correspond to 60 documents. Each transcription has many pages of A4 size, ranging from 5 to 200. Finally, the public hearing videos are uploaded to a YouTube channel\(^1\), and the proceedings are published in a digital format at the ECCC official website\(^2\).

In [10], there is a bilingual Khmer-English ECCC corpus for MT, which has only text data. In that work, an evaluation was not conducted, although the corpus size of the dataset was reported. In this work, our main target is to construct a speech corpus, so that ASR of Khmer and ST of Khmer to English and French can be conducted. We use a subset of the raw text corpus in [10]; however, we conducted the data cleansing and sentence alignment with different methods.

3. CORPUS CONSTRUCTION

The presented raw resources in Section 2 are useful for ST, ASR, and MT systems. However, it is not possible to directly use them for those tasks. Furthermore, this dataset lacks timestamps. We considered sentence alignment as a critical component of corpus creation. English has better language processing tools: consequently, we used it as the source language for the alignment purpose because of this abundance of supporting language tools.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Target</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EN</td>
<td>KM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KM</td>
<td>EN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

\(^1\)https://www.youtube.com/user/krtribunal/

\(^2\)https://www.eccc.gov.kh/

3.1. Source to Target Sentence Alignment

To align sentences, sentence segmentation is required in both source and target text, as presented in [11, 12, 13]. In these works, the sentences were aligned on the basis of the alignment score of each sentence. With this scoring, the alignment can be in the form of zero-to-one, one-to-zero, one-to-one, one-to-many, many-to-one, and many-to-many. However, only one-to-one is usable in the translation task. Thus, many of the original resources can be removed. Some languages such as Khmer, though, do not have any sentence tokenization tools that support them, not even Moses [14] or Punkt [15]. However, the simultaneous translation is processed in a monotonic and continuous alignment. With this characteristic, only the source language requires sentence segmentation.

We followed Fig. 1a to align the bilingual source and target texts. We first conducted sentence segmentation of English using Moses. The sentences were re-split on the basis of some conjunction words to ensure that they were less than 200 characters (without spaces). We then translated those sentences to the target languages, Khmer and French, using the translation API in Google Sheets. For the ground-truth of Khmer and French, we merged all text into a single line. However, the Khmer language is written without word boundaries. Thus, the Khmer word segmentation tool [16] was used to segment both the translated and ground-truth text.

Second, the alignment between translated and ground truth was conducted using dynamic programming (DP) in a monotonic manner. Sentence boundary tokens were inserted in accordance with the sentence boundaries of the translated text. In this alignment, the calculation was based on word-level Levenshtein distance. As a result, only one-to-zero and one-to-one alignments are obtained. At this point, we removed the one-to-zero aligned sentences from the source language. As result, we obtained 82,078 sentences in En-

---

Fig. 1: The Process of creating the ECCC corpus: (a) bilingual sentence alignment, (b) text-to-speech alignment and segmentation
Table 1: Statistics of target languages of the ECCC Khmer SLT corpus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target</th>
<th>#utterance</th>
<th>#target word</th>
<th>#vocabulary</th>
<th>#hour (train/dev/test)</th>
<th>#avg. target word</th>
<th>#avg. length (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EN</td>
<td>65,391</td>
<td>1.24M</td>
<td>15K</td>
<td>139/8/8</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR</td>
<td>64,203</td>
<td>1.33M</td>
<td>21K</td>
<td>136/8/8</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Statistics of Khmer source text

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>#word</th>
<th>#vocabulary</th>
<th>#avg. word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KM</td>
<td>1.66M</td>
<td>9K</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

glish aligned with 78,981 sentences in French and 80,417 sentences in Khmer, which means that only 4% and 2% in French and Khmer was discarded, respectively.

3.2. Text to Speech Alignment

Fig. 1b shows the process of the text to speech alignment. We first trained a new acoustic model that supported Vosk³ using the Basic Expressions Travel Corpus [17] that was used in [18]. Vosk enables us to diarize the speech to generate the transcription with its corresponding timestamp.

Then, we conducted sentence alignment between the segmented sentences and the pseudo labels of ASR diarization output. At this stage, the alignment algorithm in subsection 3.1 was used to generate the ground-truth sentence with the corresponding timestamp. Each sentence has the starting and ending timestamps, which is aligned with a short segment of the audio data.

3.3. Text Cleansing

To cleanse the text corpus, we focused on the transcribed text that corresponds to speech data using the following process: removing unrelated parts (no speech) such as page headings, descriptions of the activity, or feelings that are usually marked by “[ ]”. For English and French, the text normalization was conducted using Moses. Subsequently, the punctuation marks were removed and the text was made lowercase. For Khmer, we deleted the non-standard characters, punctuation marks, and other Latin symbols. We also normalized the text to correct the spelling and order of the Khmer characters or dialects, as presented in [19]. The numbers and abbreviations were also replaced by their standard spoken equivalent in all languages.

3.4. Speech Cleansing

In this cleansing process, we had to ensure that the length of each audio segment was usable in ASR. A usable length is in range from 3s to 30s. Each sentence of the transcription or translation text had to be less than 300 characters in length because each source sentence in English was limited to less than 200 characters before alignment. Sentences and audio segments that did not meet these criteria were deleted from the corpus. After the cleansing process, 19% of the original resources were discarded for Khmer to English and 20% for Khmer to French. Many resources were discarded because the performance of the Khmer ASR model was insufficient for transcribing some parts of the speech in this dataset. This is related to the domain and speaking-style mismatch.

3.5. Corpus Statistics

Table 1 gives the statistics of Khmer-source speech translation to English and French. In terms of speech, the average length of each utterance is 8.5s. In total, it is approximately 155 hours of speech in the translations to English and to French, which is about 65K utterances. In terms of text, the target sentence in French and English have respectively 19 and 21 words on average, whereas it has 25 words on average in the Khmer source sentence, as presented in Table 2. Overall, the text size is approximately 1.6M words and the vocabularies are 9K, 15K and 21K in Khmer, English and French, respectively. Finally, each language pair was split into a training, development and test sets.

The graph in Fig. 2 shows the speaker distribution for each speaker group. It is shown that 40% of the speech is that of translators who translated the speech from native English and French speakers. These speakers include judges, officers, co-prosecutors, defense counsels, civil parties, and experts. The remaining 60% of speech is the original speech of Khmer speakers. The largest percentage is a speech of the judges, which makes up 22% of the corpus, followed by 12% from

³https://alphacephei.com/vosk/
Table 3: Word error rate (WER) of the ASR models in Khmer; '*' model is used in cascade-ST and E2E-ST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transformer ASR Model</th>
<th>WER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>w/o augmentation</td>
<td>23.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/ speed perturbation</td>
<td>22.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/ SpecAugment</td>
<td>21.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/ SP + SA *</td>
<td>21.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: BLEU for translation from Khmer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KM→Target</th>
<th>BLEU</th>
<th>MT</th>
<th>Cascade-ST</th>
<th>E2E-ST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EN</td>
<td>15.14</td>
<td>13.81</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR</td>
<td>10.66</td>
<td>9.39</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. EXPERIMENTS

To evaluate this corpus, we conducted ASR, MT, and ST experiments using a Transformer-based [4] architecture implemented in ESPnet [20]. In all experiments, the network is comprised of six encoder layers and six decoder layers. The dimension of feed-forward network was set to 2,048, and dropout was set to 0.1. The model used 4-head self-attention of 256 dimensions. We trained each model on a single 12-GB GPU Titan X (Pascal) with the aforementioned configurations.

4.1. Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR)

In the ASR system, we trained the model using 80-dimensional log-melscale filterbank (lmfb) coefficients and 3-dimensional pitch features. This network was started on downsampling by a 2-layer time-axis convolutional layer with 256 channels, stride size 2, and kernel size 3. The model was jointly trained with connectionist temporal classification (CTC) (weight α = 0.3) for 45 epochs with a batch size of 64. The Noam optimizer was used with 25K warmup steps and an initial learning rate of 5.

The transcription was stripped of all punctuation marks. We used 5K byte-pair encoding (BPE) tokens [21] as the vocabularies for each language. Speech perturbation [22] and SpecAugment [23] were applied as the speech data augmentation. All the system performances are evaluated in WER and shown in Table 3.

4.2. Machine Translation (MT)

For MT, we trained another Transformer-based model for 100 epochs with a batch size of 96. The Noam optimizer was used with 8K warmup steps and an initial learning rate of 1. In each language pair, all punctuation marks were stripped and converted to lowercase for English and French. We applied 10K BPE tokens of the combination of source and target vocabularies, which resulted in 5K per language. The translation performances are reported using BLEU, as shown in Table 4.

4.3. Speech Translation (ST)

The ST front-end configuration is similar to the ASR system. The speed perturbation and SpecAugment were applied as the speech data augmentation. The 10K BPE tokens of joint source and target vocabularies were used as they were for MT. However, the training was conducted for 60 epochs with a batch size of 64. The ASR and MT pre-trained models, which were presented in the previous Sections 4.1 and 4.2, were respectively used to initialize the E2E-ST encoder and decoder. With this initialization, the E2E-ST can achieve a reasonable performance, as described in [24]. For cascade-ST, the output of the ASR system was translated into the target languages using the MT models. The results are reported in Table 4.

4.4. Discussion

Table 4 shows the translation from Khmer to English performs better than Khmer to French for all translation systems. This is reasonable because English was directly used as the source language in the bilingual sentence alignment to Khmer and French, whereas Khmer to French was indirectly aligned. Moreover, these results show that the E2E-ST performs worse than the cascade-ST because of the non-monotonic alignments of speech-text.

In Table 5, the ASR performance for each speaker group is presented. The WER of the witnesses was higher than that of the other speakers. The main reason for this is that the witnesses are the victims of the Khmer Rouge regime, and most of them are illiterate in the Khmer language. They sometimes cannot pronounce words correctly and they exhibit disfluency and emotions in their speech during the trial, compared to the other groups.

Similarly, the translation quality of the witnesses is also worse than that for other groups of speakers, whereas the judges were better in all of the translation models, including MT, cascade-ST, and E2E-ST, which indicates that usually, the judges are well-prepared for their speech.

5. CONCLUSION

In this work, we created the largest ever SLT corpus of Khmer language, including the simultaneous speech of the translators. We extracted the SLT of Khmer to English and French from an ECCC dataset of 222 sessions to build the 155 hours in length of speech and 1.7M words in text. Furthermore, we conducted E2E ASR, MT and ST experiments on the constructed corpus and obtained reasonable performance.
Table 5: Evaluation of system performance for each speaker group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speaker (#)</th>
<th>#utterance</th>
<th>#word</th>
<th>#hour</th>
<th>ASR WER</th>
<th>MT (BLEU)</th>
<th>Cascade-ST (BLEU)</th>
<th>E2E-ST (BLEU)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Witness (5)</td>
<td>2,068</td>
<td>44.6K</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td>15.63</td>
<td>10.51</td>
<td>8.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-prosecutor (2)</td>
<td>796</td>
<td>22.2K</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>18.85</td>
<td>12.31</td>
<td>10.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil party (1)</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>7K</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>17.77</td>
<td>12.47</td>
<td>10.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judge (2)</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>2.4K</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>21.88</td>
<td>18.71</td>
<td>14.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We have kept a large proportion of the original corpus by using monotonic sentence alignment and word-based distance calculation. This alignment requires segmentation only the sentences in the source language. This is very effective and useful for aligning from a rich-resource language to other low-resource languages. Moreover, this alignment method will be helpful for applications to similar datasets such as meetings, classroom lectures, and TV programs.
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